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Chairman’s
letter
Growing Hope was founded
in September 2017 out of
a desire to bridge the gap
between the limited resources
of an overstretched NHS
and the often impossible
cost of private therapy. We
believe that every child with
additional needs, regardless of
background or circumstance,
should receive the care and
support that they need to live
life in all its fullness.
Growing Hope has a vision
to set up 20 clinics by 2030,
with the objective of providing
‘free’ therapy for children and
young people with additional
needs across the UK.
In April 2018 we opened our
first clinic in Kings Cross
Church and it has been a
resounding success with over
120 individuals benefiting

“

It has been
a fantastic
acheivement for a
new charity to have
come so far in less
than one year

”

. Services have included
occupational therapy, sibling
support groups and parent
and teacher training.
Whilst the first clinic was
finding its feet, the Growing
Hope trustees have worked
hard to build its operations
through implementing policies
and procedures, implementing
an IT system to support the
work of the clinics, setting up
the right insurance and raising
funding to support further
clinics. It has been a fantastic
achievement for a new charity
to have come so far in less
than one year.
I would like to thank all those
people who have helped
Growing Hope get off to a
great start, by their generous
giving of money and time, and
for those that have prayed
for the work we have been
doing.
As I write this letter I’m very
pleased to say we are having
discussion with a number of
churches that have shown a
strong interest in starting up
a Growing Hope clinic. The
good news is that we are
aiming to open at least 2 new
clinics in 2020.
Jeff Warnock,
Chair of Trustees
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Trustees’ report
The board of trustees
presents its report and
financial summary for the
year ending 31/12/18
Reported-June 2019

As Growing Hope we are working
across the UK to set up the
provision of free therapy clinics
for children and young people with
additional needs and their families
in partnership with local churches.
This year we have seen the
successful setup and flourishing of
our first local clinic- Growing Hope
King’s Cross- which has impacted
over 120 inviduals.
As a charity we aim to grow hope
for children, hope for families
and hope in Jesus. It has been a
priviledge to see this happen in the
first local clinic.
Over this financial year as Growing
Hope we have raised £19,854 to
support the development of our
local clinics.

primarily been focused on set up
- putting in place structures which
enable further clinics to impact
families in the future.
Our trustee board launched on
the 3rd September 2017 with Jeff
Warnock (chair), Naomi Graham,
Alison Hallworth, Aaron Morris
and Catherine Carter as founding
members. Sarah Guthrie joined
us in April 2018 to support our
fundraising and the development
of fundraising in the local clinic.
Since then Aaron, Catherine and
Sarah have stepped down from
their trsutee roles and Paul Nye was
appointed in November 2018. We
would like to thank Emma Bird our
finance volunteer and Sarah Shore
our social media freelancer for their
support of Growing Hope over this
year.

We are confident that we have
followed our charitable objectives
this year and have seen change for
the public benefit. This year has
Jeff Warnock (chair), Naomi
Graham, Alison Hallworth, Paul Nye
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14.4%
of pupils within the
education system
in the UK have special
educational needs,
according to the
Department for
Education.

17.9%
of the population of
England and Wales
has a disability that
impacts their everyday
life, according to the
Office for National
Statistics.

91%
of families of children
with additional needs
across Europe reported
a cut in services in the
three years prior
to 2017.

Objectives
These are the key aims
we set ourselves in our
first year which were
met through the set up of
our first clinic- Growing
Hope King’s Cross and
the development of our
structures to enable clinics
to be set up in the future.
In accordance with its charity
constiution, Growing Hope has
sought to achieve the following aims
and objectives in the year dated
17/12/17 - 31/12/18:
The advancement of health and
wellbeing for the public benefit
through support for therapy clinics
run in accorance with Christian
principles for children and young
people [0-18] with additional
needs and their families through
local churches across the UK. In
particular, but not exclusively, by:

d) the advancement of the Christian
faith through engaging in discussion
about Christian faith and doctrine
and offering prayer and other such
activities.

a) partnering with churches across
the UK to set up clinics and health
and wellbeing services.
b) providing oversight, funding and
support for set up, training, and
clinical supervision for locally run
clinics and other such activities as
the trustees may from time to time
think fit.
c) raising awareness and providing
training for external organisations of
how to include and support children
with addiitonal needs and their
families.
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“

The service was
outstanding and
has helped so
much.

”

Parent- Growing Hope
King’s Cross

Outcomes
In order to acheive our
charitable objectives we
have supported the set up
of Growing Hope King’s
Cross; we have trained and
equipped schools within this
locality; we have built our
supporter base and raised
awareness of additional
needs; we have shared how
Growing Hope is growing
hope in Jesus.
Growing Hope King’s Cross
launched its therapy clinic in
February 2018. They have since
seen over 120 individuals. Naomi
Graham, trustee and founding
director of Growing Hope has been
working as the first Lead Therapist
and clinic manager for Growing
Hope King’s Cross. The close links
with King’s Cross have enabled
Growing Hope to support the set up
process.
We have developed our Policy &
Guidlines (www.growinghope.org.
uk/policy) over the last year in order
that we are providing governance
and structures for the next clinics.
Catherine Carter as a trustee
and then as a volunteer has been
providing clinical supervision for
Naomi as the first occupational
therapist and practicing clinician.
Sarah Guthrie, as a trustee, and
then as a volunteer has been writing
our monthly newsletter. Sarah Shore
has been sharing our story on social
media. We now have a newsletter
which reaches over 150 individuals
and social media which reaches
over 300 inviduals.
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“

Everything was
amazing. My son
really enjoyed
his sessions and
learned so much.
It was amazing to
watch and learn
with him.

“

”

I was able to speak
and not be judged.
I am able to use the
skills I have learned
and put them into
practice. This was
a fantastic course. I
would recommend
it.

”

Growing Hope King’s
Cross parent attending
parenting course

Fundraising
Financially enabling the
first clinic to grow and also
raising funds to set up new
clinics has been a primary
focus for Growing Hope.
We took part in a launch ball,
together with Growing Hope King’s
Cross, which enabled us to share
the story of Growing Hope and start
to raise funds.
Through social media, newsletters,
personal letters and personal
dinners we have invited individuals
to give regularly to our work. This
has generated regular monthly
income which has covered our
current costs.
Improving our opportunities for
fundraising on a national level is a
focus for the next year.
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Finances
The trustees present an
overview of the charity’s
finances for the period
17/12/17-31/12/18
We are reporting on a period
that is slightly longer than a year
(17/12/17-31/12/18) beginning on the
date when Growing Hope received
its CIO status and ending with its
official end of year. This is due
to the charity starting towards
the end of the 2016-17 year. The
accounding started on 10/1/18 when
the first desposit was made into the
charity’s bank account.
Growing Hope currently runs with
one unrestricted fund and does not
have any restriced funds.
Funds left in reserve at the end of
the financial period: £7,030.64

We received an income of
£.19,854.10
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

£10,000 from The Grant
Foundation
£1,300 in one off gifts with
giftaid
£2,623.23 in one off gifts with no
giftaid
£720 in regular gifts with giftaid
£4,478.35 in regular gifts with no
giftaid
£430.07 in giftaid reclaim
£302.40 refund

We had an expenditure of
£12,832.46
•
•
•

£10,000 grant to set up of
Growing Hope King’s Cross clinic
£180 Freelancer costs (Social
media)
£2643.46 Legal and professional
costs

We made direct transfers
to Growing Hope King’s
Cross for a total of £1,791.26
(received as gift to the local
clinic)
•
•
•
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£1,438.26 Cheque received
£200 start up donation
£153.00 Cheque received

The Year Ahead
Growing Hope has a vision
to set up 20 clinics by 2030
across the UK.
In order to start the implementation
of that vision we will build on the
strategy and structure that we have
set in place this year. We now have
an approved clinic set up standard
which all potential new clinics need
to adhere to. We have discussions
on going with over 10 individuals
and churches who are interested in
potentially setting up local Growing
Hope clinics in the future.
In order to steward our time and
money wisely we are looking to set
up two clinics in the year ahead. We
are exploring which local churches
are prepared and ready for this
process.
To enable clinic set up Naomi
Graham will be stepping down as
a trustee in order to be employed
as Founding Director for one day a
week. This employment will mean
Naomi can explore potential new
clinics; coach and provide support
as new clinics set up; and manage
the volunteer and freelance team
who will continue the daily running
of Growing Hope.
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